Welcome!

Tim Cartwright
OSG Deputy Executive Director and OSG User School Director
University of Wisconsin–Madison
• You need large-scale, HTC-style computing — for your research, for research you support, for your students

• **Do not let computing block your research!**
  – Computing is cheap and plentiful
  – Push the limits of what you can do
  – If you run out of science, *transcend the boundaries of your science*
  – When computing becomes a barrier, push us to fix the problems

• Help & encourage others:
  In your lab, in your department, in your field, friends, etc.
NSF Support

We thank NSF for supporting this event and you!

OAC-2030508:
Partnership to Advance Throughput Computing (PATh)
Curriculum Notes

• Lots of hands-on time — you learn by doing!
• By mid-week (or sooner), start applying to your own work
• Trying to meet with most of you individually
• Lightning talks Friday, or write short essay after
Practical Things

• Building tips
  – Meal locations
  – Water fountains
  – Restrooms
• COVID policy
  – Exception for speakers behind/near podium
• Remote participants (and Ian Ross, staff)
• Tell us how we are doing — what can we do better?
• Staff introductions